City of Kingston
Report to Heritage Kingston
Report Number HK-19-034
To:

Chair and Members of Heritage Kingston

From:

Lanie Hurdle, Acting Chief Administrative Officer

Resource Staff:

Paige Agnew, Director, Planning, Building & Licensing Services

Date of Meeting:

June 19, 2019

Subject:

Application for Heritage Permit

Address:

80 Gore Road (P18-510)

File Number:

P18-036-2019

Executive Summary:
The subject property is a City of Kingston owned parcel located on the northwest corner of Gore
Road and Kingston Road 15 on the east side of the Great Cataraqui River. The property
contains an 1866 one-and-a-half-storey limestone former dwelling, known historically as
Hawthorn Cottage. The property is designated under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act and is
adjacent to a portion of the Rideau Canal United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO) World Heritage Site.
An application for alteration under Section 33 of the Ontario Heritage Act (File Number P18-0362019) has been submitted to gain formal heritage approval for the works, installations and site
alterations associated with the construction of the eastern embankment portion of the Third
Crossing bridge.
The alterations to the subject property include the relocation of Gore Road through the property
and the construction of the embankment and approach for the new bridge. These works
necessitate the dismantling and realigning of a 16 metre long portion of the dry stone wall
adjacent to Hawthorn Cottage, the temporary installation of an Access Road and staging area
on the property during construction, and changes/improvements to the vegetation and pathways
throughout the property and viewpoints of the river. No changes to the stone cottage are
proposed through this application.
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Given the scale of this project, staff are recommending the extension to the standard three year
expiration of Heritage Act approvals, to five years, in order to allow an adequate time table to
complete the works.
A cover letter and detailed plans, prepared by the Third Crossing project team, and a Heritage
Impact Statement (HIS), prepared by André Scheinman, including a detailed site plan, have
been submitted in support of this application.
This application was deemed complete on May 24, 2019. The Ontario Heritage Act provides a
maximum of 90 days for Council to render a decision on an application to alter a heritage
building under Section 33(4). This timeframe will expire on August 22, 2019.
Upon review of all submitted materials, as well as applicable policies and legislation, staff have
no concerns with the proposed scope of work, subject to the conditions outlined herein.
Recommendation:
That it is recommended to Council that alterations to the property at 80 Gore Road, be
approved in accordance with the details described in the application (File Number P18-0362019), which was deemed completed on May 24, 2019, with alterations to include:
a. The relocation of Gore Road and construction of the eastern approach and
embankment for the Third Crossing bridge;
b. The documentation, assessment, dismantling and reconstruction/realignment of a
portion of the historic dry stone wall;
c. The temporary installation of an Access Road and staging area for use during
construction;
d. The removal and rehabilitation of various pathways, vegetation and viewpoints
throughout the property; and
That the approval of the alterations be subject to the following conditions:
1. A Building Permit shall be obtained, as required;
2. Any Planning Act approvals shall be obtained, as required;
3. The owner shall ensure that the ‘Mitigation’ recommendations, as outlined in the
Heritage Impact Statement (HIS), prepared by André Scheinman, be implemented to
the satisfaction of Heritage Planning staff;
4. The owner shall carefully select a mason with experience in documenting,
disassembling, repairing and reconstructing historic dry stone walls in order to
undertake the realignment of the historic dry stone wall;
5. The owner shall consider the installation of an interpretative display, in a publically
visible location near the dry stone wall, outlining the construction style of the wall and
its history and evolution on the property;
6. Heritage planning staff shall be circulated the drawings and design specifications tied
to the Building Permit application for review and approval to ensure consistency with
the scope of the Heritage Permit sought by this application; and
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That notwithstanding Part VII, Section 23(i) of By-Law Number 2013-141, as amended, this
approval shall remain in effect for five (5) years, subject to periodic inspections by the City,
per Section 23(f) of the noted by-law.
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Authorizing Signatures:

Lanie Hurdle, Acting Chief
Administrative Officer
Consultation with the following Members of the Corporate Management Team:
Gary Dyke, Commissioner, Corporate Enterprise Services

Not required

Peter Huigenbos, Acting Commissioner, Community Services

Not required

Jim Keech, President & CEO, Utilities Kingston

Not required

Desirée Kennedy, Chief Financial Officer & City Treasurer

Not required

Sheila Kidd, Commissioner, Transportation & Public Works

Not required
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Options/Discussion:
Description of Application
The subject property is a City of Kingston owned parcel located on the northwest corner of Gore
Road and Kingston Road 15 on the east side of the Great Cataraqui River (Exhibit A – Context
Map and Photographs of Property). The property is approximately 18 hectares in size and
contains an 1866 one-and-a-half-storey limestone former dwelling, known historically as “Ruttan
House”, “The Hawthorns”, “Hawthornhill” and “Hawthorn Cottage”. It is now the home of the
Pittsburgh branch of the Kingston Frontenac Public Library and MacLean Park.
The property is designated under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act (Exhibit B – Designating
By-Law Number 2007-166) and is adjacent to a portion of the Rideau Canal UNESCO World
Heritage Site and National Historic Site of Canada.
An application for alteration under Section 33 of the Ontario Heritage Act (File Number P18-0362019) has been submitted to gain formal Heritage Act approval for the works, installations and
site alterations associated with the construction of the east side embankment portion of the
Third Crossing bridge over the Great Cataraqui River.
The new bridge will cross the river and connect John Counter Boulevard in the west with Gore
Road in the east. The proposed alterations, as they relate to the subject property, include the
construction of bridge abutments, ramp and new roadbed to meet the existing alignment of Gore
Road; the widening of the existing Gore Road to accommodate new lanes and the creation of
bicycle lanes on either side of Gore Road; the extension of the multi-use trail for active
transportation along the south side of the bridge; and landscaping, grading and stormwater
management associated with the road construction. The temporary installation of an Access
Road and large staging area is also proposed on the property during construction. This area is
to accommodate site offices, material, equipment and vehicle storage.
This project also requires the dismantling and rebuilding of a 16 metre long portion of the
historic dry stone wall, which runs on a north-south axis adjacent to the Cottage. In order to
accommodate the widening of Gore Road, the southern portion of this approximately 55 metre
long dry stone wall is proposed to be documented, dismantled, stored and rebuilt at a 90 degree
angle to the remaining wall, along an east-west axis, parallel to Gore Road.
No changes to the stone cottage are proposed through this application.
A cover letter and detailed plans, prepared by the Third Crossing project team (Exhibit C), and a
HIS, prepared by André Scheinman (Exhibit D), including a detailed site plan, have been
submitted in support of this application.
All submission materials are available online through the Development and Services Hub
(DASH) at the following link, DASH, using “Look-up a Specific Address”. If there are multiple
addresses, search one address at a time, or submission materials may also be found by
searching the file number.
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This application was deemed complete on May 24, 2019. The Ontario Heritage Act provides a
maximum of 90 days for Council to render a decision on an application to alter a heritage
building under Section 33(4). This timeframe will expire on August 22, 2019.
Reasons for Designation
The subject property was designated under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act in 2007, through
By-Law Number 2007-166. The designation by-law outlines the cultural heritage value of the
property including its contextual, associative and design values. The property is associated with
several prominent local individuals including former Pittsburgh Township Reeve, farmer and
United Empire Loyalist, John Ruttan, whose family built the house in the early 1860s and named
the property ‘The Hawthorns’. The property has contextual value as a local landmark and the
home of a public library and park with pathways and views of the Rideau Canal, being a World
Heritage Site and a National Historic Site of Canada.
The designating by-law includes the following heritage attributes which are relevant to this
application:





The exterior of Hawthorn Cottage with its regular coursed limestone construction, original
main entranceway flanked by tripartite Wyatt style windows;
Traditional dry stone wall;
Evidence of historic garden and agricultural activities; and
Its pathways and views of the Cataraqui River/Rideau Canal World Heritage Site.

The designating by-law is included in its entirety as Exhibit B to this report.
Cultural Heritage Analysis
The subject property is a large park (MacLean Park) owned by the City of Kingston. The park
includes an off-leash dog park, community gardens and hiking trails. This portion of the former
Ruttan farm contains the Hawthorn Cottage, a one-and-a-half-storey limestone farmhouse built
in 1866 in the vernacular Ontario Cottage style. A rear (west side) addition was added to the
Cottage in the mid-20th century and enlarged/replaced in the late 1990s to accommodate the
needs of the Pittsburgh branch of the Kingston Frontenac Public Library. The property also
includes an approximately 55 metre long dry stone wall, noted in the applicant’s HIS, as a
Scottish “drystane double dyke” wall. Currently located to the southwest of the Cottage; the wall
runs south from the building to Gore Road. Evidence of the former agricultural use of the
property is extant, including former gardens and orchards and portions of two former barns.
The focus of this application is the impacts of this project on the identified cultural heritage
attributes of the subject property as noted in the designating by-law (Exhibit B). The Third
Crossing is likely the largest single infrastructure project in the City’s history and will have a
dramatic impact on both the east and west sides of the Great Cataraqui River. With specific
reference to the heritage attributes, the impacts on the subject property’s cultural heritage value
can be grouped by the physical changes and impacts to:
a) The dry stone wall; and
b) The overall cultural heritage value and character of the property.
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The dry stone garden wall is a significant heritage attribute of the property. Built around the
same time as the Hawthorn Cottage (1866) and possibly by the same masons (Donald and
Alexander Hay), the stone wall was likely constructed to protect the orchard and gardens around
the dwelling. According to the applicant’s HIS (Exhibit D), “surviving walls of this quality and
exhibiting so fully their traditional vernacular origins are quite rare.” The original extent of this
wall has been diminished over time and reduced to only this 55 metre long section.
In order to accommodate the necessary widening of Gore Road, including a new drainage swale
and 1.2 metre tall retaining wall, and to properly align with the intersection of Gore Road and
Kingston Road 15 without impacting private properties to the south, a 16 metre portion of the dry
stone wall at its southern extent, needs to be relocated (Exhibit C – Cover Letter and Concept
Plans). The applicant intends to retain a qualified heritage mason to document the current
condition of the entire wall, to carefully dismantle and store the stones, and then to recreate the
16 metre long portion of the dry stone wall at a location perpendicular to the existing wall,
running east toward Kingston Road 15. According to the HIS, the proposed location of the
reconstructed portion of the wall has no historic origins and even though the wall will be carefully
disassembled and documented, some new material will be needed in order to reconstruct the
wall, especially for the corner/elbow detail.
While it is never desirable from a heritage conservation perspective to permit the removal of a
portion of a heritage attribute, the Third Crossing represents a monumental infrastructure
improvement project that will have benefits to the growth and vitality of the City of Kingston for
generations to come. The impact to this particular heritage attribute must be reviewed in light of
the importance of this project to the people of Kingston and the future of the City. The dry stone
wall, while important in defining and conserving the heritage value of the property, is not the only
heritage attribute or character defining element on the property. The landmark limestone
dwelling will not be altered and will continue to have a presence along Kingston Road 15 and
what will become an important intersection with Gore Road. The natural and defined trails
throughout the property and views of the Great Cataraqui River, which are also included as
heritage attributes, will be retained and improved.
The alterations to the stone wall are limited to roughly one quarter of its current length. The
remaining portion of the original wall will be assessed and restored where required. The new
section of the wall is recommended to be built to resemble the original portions, but with any recreation and with the use of new material as needed, will be distinguishable, upon close
inspection, as new construction. This approach aligns with Standard 9 of the ‘Standards and
Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada’, which directs to make “new
interventions physically and visually compatible with the historic place and identifiable on close
inspection [and to] document any intervention for future reference.” It is also recommended by
the applicants HIS that an interpretive panel be installed near the stone wall in order to provide a
history of the wall, its construction type and how it has changed over time. This will allow the
public to better understand the cultural heritage value of this feature and its evolution over time.
Staff have included a discretionary condition of approval in this regard.
The construction of the eastern approach, embankment and re-aligned road bed for Gore Road
will have a significant impact on the southern boundary of the subject property. The Gore Road
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right-of-way will be altered to align with the new location of the road, resulting in a decrease to
the size of the subject property. A change to the legal description in the designating by-law will
be needed in the future.
The majority of the construction of the eastern portion of the Third Crossing will be located on
the subject property and will involve whole-scale clearing and substantial grading changes in the
area of the work. At one time this area of the City was considered rural, with large active farms
located along Kingston Road 15. The subject property, by way of its heritage attributes, helps to
conserve this former rural character. The Hawthorn Cottage is a good example of a typical
farmhouse from the mid-19th century and reflects what would have been a common site in the
rural area of the City of Kingston in 19th and early 20th centuries. Remnants of the former
orchard and farm buildings, grassed front yard, dry stone wall and sloping property overlooking
the Great Cataraqui River, all contribute to conserving this cultural heritage value and history of
yesteryear.
Standard 1 of Parks Canada’s Standards and Guidelines directs one to “conserve the heritage
value of an historic place. Do not remove, replace or substantially alter its intact or repairable
character-defining elements.” While a substantial structure and one that will change the size and
configuration of the subject property, the Third Crossing will also frame and provide a clear
divide between the historic rural character of the subject property and the evolving character of
the adjacent properties, without unduly altering or negatively impacting the cultural heritage
value of this heritage resource. Additional and replacement plantings will be used to reinstate
the vegetative buffer along Gore Road, while further adding to this transition from new hard
infrastructure to historic soft natural/recreational area.
While only temporary, the use of the property as a staging area with an Access Road will involve
some tree and vegetation removal and changes to pathways. Some impacts to the existing
views of the Cataraqui River from the subject property may also be necessary. As noted in the
designating by-law, the pathways and views of the river are included in the list of heritage
attributes. Unlike most heritage attributes, these pathways and viewpoints have become
heritage attributes more recently as part of the property’s use as a public park and do not have a
historical basis for their current locations or configurations, unlike the historic pathways crossing
City Park, for example. The intent is to retain and improve as many of the existing pathways and
viewpoints as possible and to reinstate any that need to be altered, in order to conserve the
cultural heritage value of the public’s experience and access through this site. Furthermore, it is
the intent of the project to create more defined viewpoints of the World Heritage Site both on the
subject property and on the new bridge itself, complete with interpretive/educational displays to
improve the public’s experience and understanding of the Great Cataraqui River and World
Heritage Site.
This portion of the UNESCO World Heritage Site is recognized as one of the few parts of the
constructed Rideau Canal system that remains in their unaltered natural/naturalized state. The
construction of a new bridge over this recognized World Heritage Site will have an impact on the
cultural heritage value of this portion of this national and universal heritage resource. The
Official Plan recognizes the future construction of the Third Crossing bridge over the World
Heritage Site and directs that satisfactory environmental assessments be completed (Section
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7.3.A.2.i), including cultural heritage impact considerations. According to the cover letter (Exhibit
C), prepared by the Third Crossing Project Director, Mark Van Buren, this assessment was
completed in 2012. Consideration of the heritage impacts of the Third Crossing on the UNESCO
World Heritage Site are currently being undertaken in consultation with Parks Canada and is not
part of this application.
While the subject property is not part of the UNESCO World Heritage Site itself, it is within the
30 metre buffer zone of the Site as noted in the Rideau Canal World Heritage Site Management
Plan (2005), prepared by Parks Canada. The property also falls within a 30 metre (heritage)
overlay of the Rideau Canal as recognized in Section 7.3.A of the City of Kingston Official Plan.
Even though the Ontario Heritage Act does not apply to UNESCO World Heritage Sites, the
universal cultural heritage value of this site and its direct visual and historic connection with the
subject property should form part of ones consideration for any changes to the subject property.
One of the means of conserving the World Heritage Site, as noted in Section 7.3.A.2.b of the
Official Plan, is to develop and promote the “intangible cultural heritage resources associated
with the history of the Canal in ways that benefit residents and engage visitors”. The
construction of the Third Crossing will bring considerable public attention to the subject property,
which could be considered one of the many positive outcomes of this project. With this increase
in attention and the installation of new interpretive panels, the cultural heritage value and
universal significance of the Rideau Canal World Heritage Site will be made more easily
recognizable, understood and appreciated by the general public.
It is further noted that the subject property contributes to the cultural heritage value of the World
Heritage Site through its unaltered shoreline and natural vegetation and tree cover. While a
portion of the shoreline and its vegetation will be altered to accommodate the eastern
embankment of the bridge, the majority of the shoreline and the property’s naturalized character
will remain unaltered, with some improvements being proposed.
As this initiative will require a number of years to complete, staff have included a
recommendation that an exception be made to Part VII Section 23(i) of the Procedural By-Law
for Heritage, By-Law Number 2013-141, in order to extend the three year permit validity period
(in accordance with Section 23(f)) to enable the works to be undertaken over a period of up to
five years.
Upon review of all of the submitted materials, as well as applicable policies and legislation, staff
have no concerns with the conditional approval of this application. Heritage Planning staff are of
the opinion that the proposal will uphold the heritage conservation objectives and goals set out
within the City of Kingston’s Official Plan, Parks Canada’s Standards and Guidelines for the
Conservation of Historic Places in Canada and the Rideau Canal World Heritage Site
Management Plan. Broadly, the application will:


Achieve the goal of Section 7.0 (City of Kingston Official Plan): Conserve and enhance
built heritage resources within the City so that they may be accessed, experienced and
appreciated by all residents and visitors, and retained in an appropriate manner and
setting, as a valued public trust held for future generations.
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Achieve Standards 1 and 9 of Parks Canada’s Standards and Guidelines as noted.
Achieve the goals of Section 10.0 of the Rideau Canal World Heritage Site Management
Plan, specifically to control the development and use of shore lands through the
maintenance of the 30 metre buffer zone.

Previous Approvals
P18-510-071-2009
P18-510-105-2009
P18-510-016-2010
P18-510-040-2010DA
P18-510-053-2010
P18-510-051-2012
P18-510-079-2012
P18-510-087-2013
P18-050-2016DA
P18-085-2017DA

Build dog park
Expansion of pathways and parking area
Door and window repairs
Repaint wood detailing on Cottage
Expansion of parking lot, fire route and paved pathways
Demolish storage shed (withdrawn)
Build community garden
New monument sign
Replace roofing
Window replacement in rear addition

Comments from Departments and Agencies
The subject application was circulated to representatives of several municipal departments.
Comments, as applicable to each department, are summarized as follows:
Building Division: A Building Permit is required for a retaining wall exceeding 1,000 millimetres
in exposed height adjacent to public property, access to a building, or private property to which
the public is admitted.
Forestry Division: The proposed rehabilitation of the landscape/vegetation features associated
with the area around the heritage rock wall should be provided in the form of a Landscape Plan.
The reestablishment of existing tree, shrub and other vegetative cover, using native plant
materials, is strongly recommended. There currently exists a memorial tree, with associated
plaque and pedestal, in the area of the proposed road widening and heritage wall
reconstruction. The Tree Inventory and Preservation plan, prepared for the Third Crossing
project, will need to identify this tree and provide options for its relocation or replacement, in
consultation with Public Works-Forestry.
Parks Development: We do not have concerns with the proposed development related to the
Heritage application. We will continue to support the project and work with the 3rd Crossing
team at the time of developing the park enhancement plan considering trails, lookout areas and
landscape treatments for the park.
As part of the Waterfront Master Plan, the trail connection to the site was originally envisioned to
connect to the south community underneath the bridge. If possible, we would like to work with
the team to discuss any opportunity for this or a similar type of connection to be preserved.
We are also interested in the location of the proposed permanent interpretive panel and the
historic wall modifications.
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Planning Division: The subject property is designated ‘Environmental Protection’ and ‘Special
Study Area’ on Schedule RC-1 of the Rideau Community Secondary Plan, which forms part of
the City of Kingston Official Plan, and zoned Development (D) in Zoning By-Law Number 32-74.
The lands are within the 30 metre setback of the Rideau Canal World Heritage Site, and a
portion of the land is designated as ‘Significant Woodland’ and ‘Contributory Woodland’ on
Schedule 8-A – Natural Heritage Area B. The proposed new bridge in considered a Public Use
and is a permitted use in the D Zone. The stone garden wall is considered an accessory
structure and is exempt from setback provisions. No concerns from a land use perspective.
Consultation with Heritage Kingston
Heritage Kingston was consulted on this application through the DASH system. The
Committees’ comments have been compiled and are attached as Exhibit E - Consolidated
Comments from Heritage Kingston Members.
A number of members requested additional information/details on the works proposed to the dry
stone wall. Staff provided this request to the applicant, who provided the plans attached as
Exhibit C.
Concerns were raised by a few of the responding members regarding the long-term impact of
increased vibrations, due to increase traffic, on the Hawthorn Cottage. Staff provided these
comments to the Third Crossing project team for consideration. Some Committee members also
requested that the ‘mitigation measures’, recommended by the HIS, be adopted and
implemented, particularly with regards to the documentation of existing conditions, monitoring
and mitigating any effects to the heritage attributes as a result of the construction works. Staff
have included the implementation of the recommendations outlined in the ‘Mitigation’ section of
the HIS, as a condition of approval.
Conclusion
Staff recommend approval of the application (File Number P18-036-2019), subject to the
conditions outlined herein, as there are no objections from a built heritage perspective, and no
concerns have been raised by internal departments or members of the Committee.
Existing Policy/By-Law:
Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada (Parks Canada)
Ontario Heritage Act, R.S.O. 1990, Circa O. 18 (Province of Ontario)
City of Kingston Official Plan
Procedural By-Law for Heritage, By-Law Number 2013-141
Designating By-Law Number 2007-166
Notice Provisions:
Pursuant to Section 33(3) of the Ontario Heritage Act (OHA), notice of receipt of a complete
application has been served on the applicant. As per Section 33(4)(b) of the OHA, notice of the
decision must be served on the property owner and the Ontario Heritage Trust.
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Accessibility Considerations:
Not applicable
Financial Considerations:
Not applicable
Contacts:
Greg Newman, Manager, Policy Planning 613-546-4291 extension 3289
Ryan Leary, Senior Planner, Heritage 613-546-4291 extension 3233
Other City of Kingston Staff Consulted:
The application was circulated internally for review and all comments have been incorporated.
Exhibits Attached:
Exhibit A

Context Map and Photographs of Property

Exhibit B

Designating By-Law Number 2007-166

Exhibit C

Cover Letter and Conceptual Plans, Prepared by Applicant

Exhibit D

Heritage Impact Statement, Prepared by André Scheinman

Exhibit E

Consolidated Comments from Heritage Kingston Members
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Exhibit A
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Exhibit A

Dry Stone Wall
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BY·LAW NO. 2007·166
A BY-LAW TO DESIGNATE 80 GORE ROAD (914 HIGHWAY 15) ALSO KNOWN AS RUTTAN HOUSE,
MACLEAN PARK, THE HAWTHORNS, AND HAWTHORN COTTAGE TO BE OF CULTURAL
HERITAGE VALUE PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF THE ONTARIO HERITAGE ACT (R.S.O.
1990, Chapter 0.18)
PASSED: December 18, 2007
WHEREAS Section 29 of the Ontario Heritage Act, R.S.O. 1990, Chapter 0.18 authorizes the
Council of a Municipality to enact by-laws to designate real property, including all buildings and structures
thereon , to be of cultural heritage value or interest;
AND WHEREAS Council has consulted with its Municipal Heritage Committee and has approved
the designation of a property localed at CON EGCR 10 PTLOT 6.76A and CON EGCR to PTLOT 11.05A
(80 Gore Rd. and 914 Highway 15) on December 18, 2007;
AND WHEREAS notice of the designating by-law was published in the Kingston Whig Standard,
which is a newspaper having general circulation in the municipality, on September 15, 2007;
AND WHEREAS no notice of objeclion to the proposed designation was served to the Cieri< of the
Corporation of the City of Kingston;
NOW THEREFORE, the Council of The Corporation of the City of Kingston hereby enacts as
follows:
1.

To designate as being of cultural heritage value and interest the following property:
(a)

2.

80 Gore Road (914 Highway 15), also known as Ruttan House, MacLean Park, The
Hawthorns, and Hawthorn Cottage

The above mentioned property is more particularly described in Schedule "A" attached hereto.

3.
A copy of the designating by-law shall be registered against the property affected in the proper land
registry office. The City Cieri< is hereby authorized to cause a copy of this by-law to be served on the owner
of the land described in Schedule "A" hereto and on The Ontario Heritage Trust and to cause notice of the
passing of this by-law to be published in the Kingston Whig Standard.
4.

For the purpose of interpretation, 'Maintenance' on this property will include the following worl<s:
Maintenance is considered routine, cyclical, non-destructive actions, necessary to slow the
deterioration of a historic place. It entails the following actions: periodical inspection; general
property cleanup; general gardening and repair of landscape features; replacement of glass
in broken windows; minor exterior repairs (including replacement of individual asphalt
shingles where there is little or no change in colour or design); repointing areas of wall space
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under 1.5 square metres; works on the historic gardens; environmental protection and
enhancemenl work, and all works undertaken in Ihe rear portion of Ihe property on Ihe lower
plaleau.
5.

This By-Law shall come inlo force and lake effect on Ihe date of ils passing.

GIVEN FIRST AND SECOND READINGS Seplember 4, 2007
GIVEN THIRD READING AND FINALLY PASSED Oecember 18, 2007

/a~~
CITY CLERK
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Schedule "A"
Description and Reasons for Designation
80 Gore Road (914 Highway 15)
Also known as Ruttan House, Maclean Pari<, The Hawthorns, and Hawthorn Cottage
legal Description
Civic Address:
Lot/Concession:
Property Number:

80 Gore Road (914 Highway 15)
CON EGCR 10 PT lOT 6.76A; RIDEAU CANAL and CON EGCR 10 PT lOT
11.05A; RIDEAU CANAL
101 109009012200; 101 109009012100

Description of Property
The cultural heritage value of the 17.81-acre property at 80 Gore Road, (CON EGCR 10 PT lOT 6.76A;
RIDEAU CANAL and CON EGCR 10 PT lOT 11 .05A; RIDEAU CANAL), also known as "The Ruttan
House: "The Hawthorns, " "Maclean Park", and "Hawthorn Cottage: lies in its physical/design values,
historical association with several prominent historical former Pittsburgh Township families and individuals,
and its contextual value as a landmark on Highway 15 in the fanner Pittsburgh Township. It is of cultural
heritage value not only because of its collection of distinctive attributes, but as a coherent whole property.
The property contains Hawthom Cottage, a one and one-half storey vernacular Classic Revival style
limestone farmhouse built in 1866, remains of a formal garden and agricultural activities, a notable dry
stone wall, pathways, and views of the Cataraqui River section of the Rideau Canal Wortd Heritage Site.
Notable exterior features of the "cottage" include the squared ragular coursed limestone rubble stonework
with voussoired openings, single limestone chimneys centered over the north and south gables, generous
eve retums, a frieze decorated with dentHs along its entire perimeter, the original main entranceway and
door centered between two original tripartite Wyatt style windows and original glass in many of the
windows. Notable interior features include high ceilings, a sweeping staircase from the entrance hallway,
an earty 20. century patterned oak main floor, original pine floor upstairs, original door and window
casings, paneled reveals, baseboards, built-in cupboard, two fireplace mantelpieces and some doors with
original locks. A single storey kitchen wing of random coursed limestone rubble with a stone chimney
extends from the rear of the house. Behind the house is a traditional dry stone wall of exceptional quality
and nearby, the remains of formal gardens identified by the presence of non-native flora species. Evidence
of fonner agricultural activities can be seen in a bam near the main house, the foundation of a larger bam,
old agricultural implements, and former orchards. The historical value of the property lies in its association
with several prominent historical former Pittsburgh Township families and individuals, including John C.
Ruttan and Donald and Alexander Hay. The property is contextually valuable because it serves as a
landmark in the fanner Pittsburgh Township on Highway 15; as a City park and library; because of its views
of the Cataraqui River section of the Rideau Canal World Heritage Site; and as a place for community
activities.
Statement of Cultural Her~age Value or Significance:
The cultural heritage value of the 17.81-acre property at 80 Gore Road, also known as the "Ruttan House:
"The Hawthorns," "Maclean Park," and "Hawthorn Cottage", lies in its physical/design values, historical
association with several prominent hislorical former Pittsburgh Township families and individuals, and its
contextual value as a landmark in the former Pittsburgh Township on Highway 15.
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PhysicaVDesign Value
Because of its classical detailing, Hawthorn Cottage (1866) has design and physical value as a late finely
crafted example of the vernacular Classic Revival style. The 'cottage' is built of regular coursed, neatly
squared limestone rubble with flat arch voussoirs and hammer-dressed sills on all the openings, and single
limestone chimneys centered over the north and south gables. The house features generous eve returns,
a frieze decorated with dentils along its entire perimeter, the original front entranceway and door with
matching fielded panels and moldings, sidelights and a fanlight with an intricate pattem of intersecting ogee
arches repeated in the semi-circular head of the front gable window above, original tripartite Wyatt style
windows on either side of the entrance and original glass in many windows. The interior of the "cottage~
includes striking features such as high ceilings, a sweeping staircase from the entrance hall, an early, 20·
century patterned oak main floor. The upstairs has its original pine floors. The original paneled window
reveals, casings, baseboards, built-in cupboard and two companion mantelpieces with bold pilasters, fluted
on one and reeded on the other all display superb craftsmanship. Several doors have original locks in
place, including a labteled Carpenter rim lock on the entrance door and two unique cast locks upstairs with
embossed woodland hunting scenes. There is a one storey west kitchen wing of random coursed limestone
rubble with a single stone chimney. A traditional dry stone wall of exceptional quality with a coping of
vertical curved top stones extends across the easterly boundary of a large south side yard. Nearby are the
remains of formal gardens identified by the presence of non-native species of trees, shrubs, and flowers.
Evidence of former agricultural activities can be seen in a bam located near the main house, the foundation
of a larger bam, old agricultural implements and former orchards.
HistoricaVAssociative Value
80 Gore Road has historical/associative value because of its connections with several prominent local
families and individuals. The property was part of the original 1786 Loyalist land grant, EGCR Lot 10 (East
side of the Great Cataraqui River) and in 1839 was purchased by John Ruttan, a prominent Pittsburgh
farmer, a United Empire Loyalist, and the third reeve of Pittsburgh TownShip. The "cottage" was built for
Ruttan and his family btetween 1863 and 1866 by Donald and Alexander Hay, Scottish stonemasons who
hed immigrated to the Pittsburgh TownShip. Ruttan named the house 'The Hawthoms' btecause of the
many hawthorns on the property.
Contextual Value
The property is contextually valuable btecause it serves as a landmark in the former Pittsburgh Township on
Highway 15. Hawthom cottage has bteen carefully restored and adapted as a community centre and library
for local activities in the former Pittsburgh Township, ottering educational programs and activities for all
ages and space for community meetings. The property also provides for events, such as outdoor musical
presentations during the summer. In addition, the property's park space has pathways for scenic nature
walks and excellent views of the Cataraeui River/Rideau Canal World Heritage Site.

Character Defining Features/Heritage Attributes
PhysicaVDesign Attributes
Exterior of Hawthom Cottage:
• Late vernacular Classic Revival style
• Regular coursed, squared limestone rubble on the main part of the house with single
limestone chimneys centered over the north and south gables
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Random coursed limestone rubble stonework with a single stone chimney on the west
kitchen wing
Original main entranceway and door with matching paneling and molding
Generous eve retums
A frieze decorated with dentils surrounding the entire roof
Original tripartite WyaHsty"' windows each side of the front entranceway
Original glass in many windows
Flat arch IJoussoirs and stone sills on all openings
Traditional dry stone wall
Evidence of historic garden and agricultural activities

Interior of Hawthom CoHage:
• High ceilings
• A sweeping staircase from the entrance hall
• Original pine floor upstairs
• Early 20· century paHerned oak main floor
• Exposed rubble stone gable wall of the kitchen wing
• An original built-in cupboard on the main floor
• Two original fireplaces with finely detailed mantelpieces
• Original locks on some doors
HistoricaVAssociative Affributes
• Its association with John RuHan, a prominent PiHsburgh farmer, a United Empire Loyalist, and the third
reeve of PiHsburgh Township, who commissioned the construction of the 'coHage" in 1863 and had it
completed by 1866.
• Its association with Scotlish stonemasons Donald and A",xander Hay who built the house
Contextuat Affributes
• The Hawthorn CoHage property serves as a landmark in the former PiHsburgh TownShip on Highway

15
•
•

Its role as a library and centre for local community activities
Its pathways and views of the Cataraqui River IRideau Canal World Heritage Site
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80 Gore Road: Heritage Impact Statement (HIS) Scoped for 3rd Crossing
Property Description (Fig.1)
80 Gore Road (including 914 Highway 15) forms a 17.81 ha property bounded by Gore
Road to the south, Kingston Road 15 to the east, the Greater Cataraqui River to the west
and a privately owned lot to the north. Legally it constitutes two properties, the original
having been subdivided in the mid-20th century. However in 1990 and 1992 the two
properties were sequentially purchased by the former Pittsburgh Township and following
municipal amalgamation in 1998 the City of Kingston restored and renovated the original
stone farmhouse (known variously as Hawthorn Cottage, Ruttan House, Hawthorn Hill,
MacLean House) and constructed a 465 square meter rear addition (with associated
parking) as the Pittsburgh branch of the Kingston Frontenac Public Library (KFPL).
Planning Rationale for HIS
In 2007 the property was designated under the Ontario Heritage Act (By-Law No. 2007166) citing its physical/design values, its historical association with several prominent
Pittsburgh Township families and individuals (Ruttan, Hay) and its contextual value as a
landmark along Highway 15. In consequence of its status as a designated property any
initiative that may impact the property is subject to a Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA)
reported in the form of Heritage Impact Statement (HIS). The authority for the HIS is
derived from the Ontario Heritage Act, Section 2(d) of the Planning Act, and Section 2.6
of the Provincial Policy Statement, 2005/2014.
Site/Heritage Context
On Site (Fig.1 – 2)
While its important to acknowledge the overall heritage integrity of the site the
physical/design values particularly reside in the center-gabled limestone house, built
originally for James Ruttan between 1863-1866, the fine Scottish ‘drystane dyke’ wall
along the rear of the side garden and the remaining “evidence of historic garden and
agricultural activities” including vestiges of the original orchard, a small barn and the
foundations of the large main barn.
As well as the house, wall and vestigial traces of gardening and agricultural activities
other acknowledged cultural heritage features on the site include a documented
archaeological site (BbCc-127) and an early stone survey marker at the south boundary of
80 Gore Street at the river’s edge.
From the upper plateau there are significant views down toward the river while by the
western boundary river’s edge there are significant views north and south along the river.
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Adjacent/Environs
In terms of its heritage site context the west boundary along the Greater Cataraqui River
is part of the UNESCO Rideau Canal World Heritage Site so that the riverbank and
escarpment, though largely in a natural and/or naturalized condition (this is one of the
few sections actually relatively unchanged by the introduction of the Canal), also have
great cultural importance. With regard to other adjacent heritage properties or features the
direct context is now largely one of suburban development - residential to the south
(Fig.4) and light industrial /commercial to the east with the closest heritage structure
being the stone ‘cottage’ at 1069 Kingston Road 15 (McCallum House – Fig.3) also
designated under the OHA. Several other properties representative of the original 19th
century rural context including the Patterson Farmhouse (1292 KR 15 - Listed) and the
Baxter-Fowler House (1403 KR 15 – Designated) have heritage status.
As well the stretch of Kingston Road 15 between Kingston Mills and Highway 2 is of
historic importance, being laid out very early (Point Road) originally connecting the mill
at Kingston Mills to the military presence which eventually became the Naval Dockyard.
Outline Statement Re: Significance of Site Cultural Resources
As noted earlier the high cultural heritage significance of the property derives from its
embodiment of historical/associative, physical/design and contextual values as set out in
the OHA, Ontario Regulation 9/06. Furthermore the site retains a relatively rare degree of
holistic integration between the period exterior and interior features of the building as
well as important elements, both extant (drystone wall) and vestigial (evidence of gardens
and agricultural practices), of its culturally modified landscape. This ensemble of heritage
elements is set on the plateau atop the river escarpment framing views to the river. As
well there are significant views along the river from the cove and point at the river’s edge
(Fig.1)
Originally surveyed in 1785 by Samuel Holland with the properties designated as Lots
East of the Greater Cataraqui River (ECGR) Lot 10 was originally granted to Mary
Maclean (later Hamilton). It appears to have remained vacant until purchased and finally
built on by John Cannif Ruttan in 1839. (His father was Joseph Brant Ruttan named after
the close friend of his grandfather – the great Mohawk/Loyalist leader, Joseph Brant. His
grandfather, Capt. Peter Ruttan was also involved in the settling of the Loyalists at
Adolphustown.) C.1863 Ruttan contracted the highly regarded Pittsburgh masons
Donald, John and Alexander Hay (St. John’s Presbyterian Church) to construct a stone
dwelling on the property. This particularly finely proportioned and executed example of
the three bay center gabled ‘Ontario Cottage’ with kitchen ‘tail was in place by 1866-68
as it is shown on the 1869 Ordnance Map based on surveys done in that period (Fig.5).
Noted as ‘Hawthornhill’ on that map an orchard is shown as extending around three sides
of the house within a curving line that may represent the first iteration of the drystone
wall. (If so the wall also once extended from the northwest corner of the house eastward
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to meet the road). The plan also notes a ‘Limekiln’ to the west of the dwelling suggesting
that the limestone used on the building was not only ‘local’ but may have been quarried
directly on the property. Certainly the original lime mortar was made on site.
J.C. Ruttan played a major role in the public life of the Township as Councilor and Reeve
and his son, Walter Ruttan also was a Councilor for several years. The property remained
in the Ruttan family until well into the 20th century. The house that he had built, while
typical for the period in form and plan, was particularly well detailed and constructed.
Laid up in regularly coursed, roughly squared limestone rubble with voussoired door and
window arches and cut limestone sills, the interplay between the curved arches of the
center bay openings and the ‘flat-arched’ treatment of the flanking window openings with
tripartite multi-paned sash (Wyatt style) is notable. The elliptically arched fanlight of the
main entrance features double intersecting ogee tracery, a motif repeated in the semicircularly arched window at the center gable above. The gable chimneys are likewise of
squared rubble while the former kitchen ‘tail’ is completed in random rubble. The
dentillated verge and eave returned at the gables completes the exterior composition.
There is an unusual amount of surviving significant period detail in the interior as well ranging from major features such as the main entrance stair to details such as the
‘Carpenter’ rim lock door hardware. (Fig.2, 6)
The drystone wall is an important heritage attribute of the property. As noted above it
may have been built contemporaneous to the dwelling as protection to the front yard
orchard and garden and is well constructed in the Scottish tradition of a ‘ drystane double
dyke’ wall consistent with it being built by the Hays brothers who were steeped in the
Scottish masonry tradition. It features a slight ‘batter’ (angle) from bottom to top,
incorporating ‘through stones’ at a consistent height, interlocking roughly regular
coursing and gradation of stone size, ‘pinning’ and the use of perpendicularly orientated
stones (combs) as the coping. This was the classic field boundary wall of Scotland (with
variations used elsewhere throughout Great Britain) for centuries. (Fig.7-11)
Surviving walls of this quality and exhibiting so fully their traditional vernacular origins
are quite rare. There were originally a number in Pittsburgh Township including the
boundary walls of St. Mark’s, Barriefield (Fig.15). These are no longer extant (Though
the walls by the front entrance piers were reconstructed recently in a version of the
traditional treatment.) Amherst Island has rightly become well known over the last
decade for its concentration of fine surviving 19th century stone walls deriving from a
similar Irish walling tradition. As well, in the Rockwood area of the Town of Caledon, a
number of Highland Scottish derived ‘battered’ stone walls survive. At both Amherst
Island and in Caledon several individual walls have been designated under the OHA in
their own right.
Along the existing southern boundary there is evidence of other stonework, likely garden
bed related, and plantings such as lilacs and other shrubbery (now overgrown) and a line
of mature sugar maples. A low remnant stonewall abuts the southern terminus of the
drystone wall at the current road ditch face. A small barn/shed, now engulfed in
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vegetation and the foundation of a much larger barn evidence the original agricultural use
of the property to the north of the house.
Always a distinctive property along (then) Highway 15 the cultural value of 80 Gore
Street may be seen as having increased over the last decades in light of the ongoing
suburbanization of its surrounding context. Over the last quarter century the cultural
landscape has been transformed from one of farmsteads to rural/residential to full
suburbia with its plazas and subdivisions. The original farmhouses and outbuildings are
increasingly difficult to discern within the changed context. Some of the former and most
of the latter have disappeared. The property itself has absorbed significant change in the
form of the large library addition with associated parking and the establishment of the
MacLean Dog Park (albeit both designed to minimize impact on the heritage character of
the place) however it also has come to be representative of the former Pittsburgh
Township, rural beyond Barriefield Village. Here also the former Township is officially
commemorated by way of a series of bronze plaques affixed to a stone monument each
describing an important aspect of site and/or general Township history. 80 Gore Road
combines high cultural heritage value with its important contemporary community role as
a library and park (both for dogs and people) (Fig.12).
The property directly interfaces with the Rideau Canal UNESCO World Heritage site and
allows for viewing of the Cataraqui River both from above (upper plateau) and at the
shore.
Proposed Development
The 3rd Crossing over the Cataraqui River is a major project for the City of Kingston. A
bridge will span the Cataraqui River connecting John Counter Boulevard in the west to
Gore Road in the east. At present the design is intended to accommodate two lanes of
vehicular traffic with dedicated bike lanes in each direction and a pedestrian/accessible
lane along the south. As of January 2019 the design was modified - replacing the
overarch concept with an arch below the deck spanning the navigation channel. The span
will also include ‘bump-outs’ to allow views (for pedestrians and cyclists) along the
Cataraqui.
The proposed alignment is a constant gradual ‘S’ curve that will land north of the current
unopened road allowance for Gore Road curving back south to meet Gore Road at Point
St. Mark Drive. Most relevant here is the creation of new infrastructure and the
modifications to existing infrastructure associated with the eastern approach to the bridge.
These works will encompass portions of 80 Gore Road, the existing road allowance west
of Gore Road, Gore Road up to the Kingston Road 15 intersection and the land south of
Gore Road up to and including the existing sidewalk (Fig.13). It is anticipated that the
development of the Eastern Approach will involve the following components:
•

Construction of bridge abutments, ramp and new roadbed to meet the existing
alignment of Gore Road;
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•
•

•
•
•
•

Modification of the existing Gore Road to accommodate two westbound lanes to
match dual left turn lanes from Kingston Road 15 at the Gore Road intersection
with a left-turn bay at Point St. Mark Drive.
Modification of the existing Gore Road to accommodate two westbound lanes for
vehicular traffic approaching the bridge, with: a left-turn bay at the Library
entrance; a left-turn bay at Kingston Road 15 (KR15); a right turn option at Point
St. Mark Drive and a left-turn bay, through lane/left turn lane and right turn lane
east of Point St. Mark Drive at KR15.
Creation of bicycle lanes on either side of Gore Road.
The extension of the multi-use trail for active transportation along the south side
of the bridge to the Point St. Mark/library intersection to link up with an existing
trail in to Point St. Mark and also the trail network of 80 Gore Road.
A median dividing the westbound and eastbound traffic lanes.
Landscaping, grading and storm water management associated with road
construction. The grade of the road will be raised to meet the bridge, west of the
Point St. Mark intersection.

In order to complete the works identified above the project will require a significant area
for project staging. This area would likely have to accommodate site offices, building
materials, equipment and vehicles. 80 Gore Road has been identified as the location for
staging.
Potential Heritage Impacts Associated with the Development
It is important to state at the outset that there is no direct impact on the actual heritage
residence nor the area immediately around it, however, given the magnitude of the
project generally and, more specifically, the alterations of existing conditions required at
the Eastern Approach (as described above) there will clearly be a range of impacts upon
the 80 Gore Road property. These can be divided into:
A) General impacts to the overall heritage site;
B) Direct impacts to the identified heritage attributes of the site;
C) Potential long-term impacts.
With regard to A)
•
•
•
•
•

The overall apparent physical size of the site will be diminished as land along the
southern boundary (though technically within the road allowance) is required for
the Eastern Approach;
The adjacent site context/traffic will be changed significantly from residential
scale to that of a major thoroughfare with periodic high volumes;
The visual context of the southwestern portion of the site will be altered as the
bridge/road alignment extends across the lower plateau;
The spatial relationship between the house and the southern boundary/Gore Road
will be significantly changed;
Levels of ambient noise will be increased;
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•
•

Potential for the increase of site drainage problems in the vicinity of the house as
grade is already below that of the roadbed;
Loss of existing woodlot context in area required for staging.

With regard to B)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Potential issue of vibration damage to the existing structures due to heavy vehicle
traffic and drilling (hoe-ramming). Note: No blasting is being contemplated;
Required removal of 16 m of the heritage drystone wall to allow for road width
expansion;
Required removal of shrubbery, mature trees and vestigial garden beds along the
south boundary in association with the above;
Potential disturbance of archaeological site due to construction;
Potential disturbance of early boundary marker due to construction.
Potential obstruction of viewscapes to the Cataraqui River from the upper plateau
and up and down the river from the riverbank.

With regard to C)
•

Potential damage in the long term to the stone residence and stone-wall due to
constant vibration from significantly increased vehicular traffic.

Mitigation
Given the range and nature of potential impacts it is important that a comprehensive
program of mitigation measures be established to ensure that the heritage character of 80
Gore Road is preserved and risk to its ‘fabric’ minimized. Please note that while the
Standards and Guidelines (S&G) for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada
generally provides a very useful framework for the planning and undertaking of projects
involving heritage sites it does not anticipate nor specifically speak to the
removal/relocation and/or reconfiguring of character-defining elements (heritage
attributes). The S&G as consulted at the preliminary planning stage of this project would
have directed a complete avoidance of the character-defining elements of 80 Gore Road
(such as the drystone wall and the southern boundary vegetation) however in the overall
assessment of siting this could not be accommodated due to other essential over-riding
considerations. Still many of the aspects of the Preservation and Rehabilitation
Standards remain relevant as best practices in a mitigation program which attempts to
minimize impacts and preserve the site’s overall heritage character. In terms of the more
specific Guidelines for Built Features (4.1.11) and Guidelines for Vegetation (4.1.8) a
number of the guidelines still assist in developing a ‘blueprint’ for treatment for the wall
and vegetation respectively. (See below).
This program of mitigation measures would include:
Accurate detailed documentation of existing conditions:
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•
•

extant recording of the original residence, library addition and dry stone wall in
drawings (measured from datum/benchmark) with associated photos and/or by
photogrammetry or laser scanning;
identification of plant material, shrubs, trees and landscape features in the area of
the south yard and representation on a site plan associated with the above.

Modelling of, and systematic monitoring of, the affects of construction related activities
on existing structures and traffic (from staging, throughout construction processs and
beyond):
•

Plan construction activities to minimize risk to structures. Follow established
guidelines regarding ‘safe’ distances to be maintained with regard to heavy
construction vehicles, drilling etc. Prior to commencement model likely scenarios
of vibration relative to the wall and residence.
• Using record photos/drawings as baseline monitor regularly for any signs of the
negative affect of construction activities on the heritage residence and dry stone
wall such as new cracks at stone walling and/or plaster interior finish and/or
widening of existing cracks (using crack monitor and/or equivalent). Continue
regular monitoring for a year minimum following completion of actual
construction as new pattern of regular vehicular traffic is established.
Note: A separate Noise Study has already been undertaken including a recommended
measures for the mitigation of the increased noise levels.
Protection
•
•

Plan staging site traffic patterns to minimize any direct risk to heritage features.
Temporary ‘roads’ through the site (if necessary) should be routed well away
from heritage features including small barn and large barn foundation.
Where proximity is unavoidable heritage elements should be protected by
hoardings etc. designed for that purpose.

Preservation, Relocation and Reinstatement
•

Dry Stone Wall:
The wall is a significant heritage attribute that will be
impacted directly by the widening of Gore Road. It is currently anticipated that 16
m of its total 40 m length will be affected. The section that will be affected will
have to be carefully dismantled (assumes accurate documentation has already
taken place by that time as noted earlier) with the coping, through stones and
main face stones labeled to a photo key plan which will allow for a reasonably
accurate reinstatement to match the historic construction. The stones should be
salvaged and retained on site, but away from construction activity, on nonstaining wood pallets and protected from the weather. Upon completion of major
bridge/road construction the dismantled section should be reconstructed along an
east/west axis forming a corner with the remaining wall (Fig.14). While not a
historic orientation it is appropriate to the ‘new situation’ and functionally can
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help act as a screen between building and roadway. Reconstruction should be
undertaken by a heritage stone mason with specific experience in this form of
‘drystane double dyke’ walling capable of undertaking the appropriate traditional
corner treatment required by the new orientation in association with the
rebuilding, as well as the special end of wall detail. The cornering detail will
require some new stone and this freshly quarried material will help emphasize the
change from the historic orientation. In addition interpretive panels should
illustrate this change so that it remains clear to the public. (see Interpretation
below.)
The dismantling of the wall section should be undertaken in tandem with an
assessment of the full length of the wall with all other areas of required
stabilization and repair identified and marked on the extant record drawings.
The restoration of these areas, in turn, should be undertaken in association with
the wall section reconstruction project. However any deficiency that could
possibly undermine the wall during the bridge/road construction process, whether
due to the dismantling and/or already present, should be addressed with a
combination of stone repair and/or bracing and shoring, if necessary.
(See S& G Guidelines 4.1.11: #2,#3, #4, #8, #9, #10, #11)
•

Vegetation and other Landscaping Features: The trees, shrubs, plants and any
vestigial garden features along the south boundary will be directly impacted by
the widening of Gore Road. The intent for restoration of this aspect of the heritage
character of the property should be developed in the form of a heritage landscape
plan (which would also show the new wall alignment). Assessment undertaken in
association with identification and recording will determine what plant material
can be saved and replanted and where new replacement stock will be required. In
general the objective would be the recreating of a tree-lined south boundary with
a shrub understory, also serving as a vegetative screen between roadway and the
historic residence. (Fig.14) Given the current state of the garden this is in area
where ‘enhancement’ can occur as discussed below.
(See S&G Guideline 4.1.8: #2,#4, #5, #11)

•

Viewscapes : There is potential for the construction of bridge/road infrastructure
to obscure key views currently identified (cumulatively) as a heritage attribute of
the site. This situation can be avoided, or at least minimized, by consciously
planning for the preservation of these viewscapes starting with their clear
identification as to viewpoint, direction and field of view. The currently identified
viewpoints at river’s edge are within the small cove and at the point well north of
the actual bridge/road. There already is a concept for the creation of a new
observation look-out/interpretive area on the property with views to the Cataraqui
River. As well planned scenic view ‘bump outs’ along the bridge itself will afford
excellent views both upstream and downstream.
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Enhancement/ Interpretation/Commemoration/Education
The construction of the 3rd Crossing and the work at the East Approach will be highly
visible and receive a great deal of public attention. While the work will have a major
impact on 80 Gore Street it also presents opportunities for the physical enhancement of
the property and interpretation/commemoration of a range of themes both at the
microcosmic and macrocosmic levels.
Enhancement
While the historic building/library has generally been well maintained there has been less
attention paid to the yard with the result that, particularly at the area of the south
boundary, shrubs have become overgrown and plants and built features buried and/or
obscured. The requirement of moving/replacing this material provides the opportunity for
a proper assessment of the plant stock etc. and its integration in a designed heritage
landscape restoration plan which, taking into account both the historic treatment and
general aesthetic sensibility, could make the yard much more a place for public visitation
and contemplation.
The restoration of the woodland and meadow areas affected by staging and construction
presents an opportunity for native species restoration and the reorganization and
expansion of the MacLean Park trail system (Fig.14).
There is the potential (as noted above) for actually enhancing and making more
accessible the views to, and along, the river.
The treatment as regards the drystone wall has already been discussed in some detail
above- suffice it to restate that much needed repairs to the wall can be incorporated
within the realignment initiative.
A site drainage problem has been identified, particularly manifest as occasional water
incursion at the Library basement, and there is an opportunity to incorporate corrective
measures within the significant drainage and grading infrastructure in tandem with plans
for dedicated improvements to the Library itself.
Interpretation/Commemoration
The public attention focused on the project can be utilized to raise consciousness
regarding many related heritage themes with the Library hosting exhibits, workshops and
lectures.
Drystone walling
The creation of drystone walls is an ancient craft. The necessary re-alignment of the wall
provides an opportunity to present to the public the nature of this work. They could
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observe the expert stone mason undertaking the work to the actual wall; engage in a
‘hands-on’ workshop which would provide an opportunity to experience the techniques
involved (not on the actual wall).
As well there should be a permanent interpretive panel regarding the historic wall
showing its evolution, original alignment and the construction process associated with
establishing its new alignment.
Evolution of Kingston Road 15 and Gore Road
An exhibit utilizing historic documents, photos and maps to trace the evolution of this
section of the former Pittsburgh Township – the roads, farmsteads and the transformation
from rural to suburban over the last decades leading up to the ‘sea change’ in the form of
the 3rd Crossing. Throughout these changes Hawthorn Cottage remains a constant.
Heritage Gardens
The restoration of the side yard provides an opportunity for talks/workshops on heritage
gardens with sub-themes such as: types of period gardens; heritage plant materials and
where to obtain them; period garden structures and fencing; creating a heritage garden
plan.
Note: The project will have a substantial affect on the natural and naturalized
vegetation on the escarpment and lower plateau comprising the existing woodlot. The
assessment, documentation and restoration planning for this natural heritage is also very
important however beyond the scope of this assignment.
Conclusion
The creation of the 3rd Crossing is one of the most important and publicly visible
construction projects in the history of the City of Kingston. The alignment of the bridge
and associated approach roads have been the result of careful study, however, while not
directly affecting the fine heritage residence/KPFL Library, the project will impact
aspects of 80 Gore Road, a designated heritage property and emblematic of the former
Pittsburgh Township. While these impacts will inevitably change the context of the
heritage site thoughtful mitigation measures extending from careful extant recording and
conservation site planning to meaningful interpretation/commemoration can ensure that
the site’s essential heritage character and cultural values will be preserved, and,
potentially, in some respects, enhanced well into the future.
André Scheinman is a heritage preservation consultant with 40 years of professional
experience in assessing, planning and preserving heritage sites. An APTI and ICOMOS
member since 1978 he has been a member of CAPH since its inception and in 2016 was
the recipient of the CAHP Lifetime Achievement Award. Current projects include: the
East Block, Parliament Hill; the Offices of the Prime Minister and Privy Council,
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Wellington Street, Ottawa; the Supreme Court of Canada Building, Ottawa and Yeo Hall,
RMC, Kingston.

List of Main Sources
Environmental Assessment (EA) for the 3rd Crossing: Cultural Heritage Impact
Assessment (CHIA), Smith Consulting for JL Richards and Associates (JLRA)
3rd Crossing Preliminary Design Cultural Heritage Protection and Enhancement Plan,
Golder and Associates for JLRA
Lilacs and Limestone: An Illustrated History of Pittsburgh Township 1787 – 1987,
William J. Patterson, Pittsburgh Township historical society 1989.
1869 Ordnance Survey, Queen’s University Map and Air Photo Collection
Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada, Parks
Canada, 2nd Edition 2010.
Updated project review/discussion with the project delivery team - Mark Armstrong,
Hatch; Dan Franco and Mark Van Buren, City of Kingston.
Site Laydown Plan Validation Stage, HATCH
Landscape/ Site Plan Restoration Concept , Vertech
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80 Gore Road, Kingston HIS (Scoped for 3rd Crossing Project):
Appendix 1: Figures
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Fig.1: Site Plan showing Heritage Attributes

(JL Richards and Associates) JLRA
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Fig.2: 80 Gore Road from Kingston Road 15

A.S.

Fig.3: McCallum House (1069 Kingston Road 15)

A.S.
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Fig.4: Adjacent Suburban Context – Point St. Mark

A.S.

Fig.5: Detail from 1869 Ordnance Survey Map (Property noted as 109 - Queen’s Map Collection)
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Fig.6: Hawthorn Cottage and Library Addition from SE

AS

Fig.7: Drystone wall: relationship to Library

AS
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Fig.8: Drystone wall: Typical elevation

AS

Fig.9: View toward impacted section

AS
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Fig.10: South section and end wall detail. Note battered profile and abutting landscape feature. AS
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Fig.11: Typical detail - note coping, coursing, ‘pinnings’
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Fig.12: Monument commemorating the former Pittsburgh Township AS
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Fig.13: The proposed East Approach with potential area to be affected by staging and construction
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Fig.14: Restoration Landscape Site Plan

HATCH/Vertech
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Fig.15: St. Mark’s Anglican Church, Barriefield

(Lilacs and Limestone)
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Heritage Kingston
Summary of Input from the Technical Review Process
P18-036-2019
Heritage Kingston Members

Comments
Enclosed

No Comments
Provided

No Response
Received

Chair, Peter Gower

☒

☐

☐

Councillor Bridget Doherty

☒

☐

☐

Councillor Jim Neill

☐

☒

☐

Jane McFarlane

☒

☐

☐

Donald Taylor

☒

☐

☐

Jennifer Demitor

☐

☐

☒

Matthew McCartney

☐

☐

☒

Zoe Harris

☐

☐

☒

Ashley Johnson

☐

☐

☒

William Hineman

☐

☒

☐

Jeremy St-Onge

☒

☐

☐
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City of Kingston
216 Ontario Street
Kingston, Ontario
Canada, K7L 2Z3

where history and innovation thrive
Date:
Form:
Reviewer Name:
Application Type:
File Number:
Property Address:

Website: www.cityofkingston.ca
TTY: Dial 613-546-4889

May 13, 2019
Heritage Kingston Reviewer Form
Peter Gower
Remove
P18-036-2019
80 GORE RD

Description of Proposal:
The subject property is a City of Kingston owned parcel located on the north west
corner of Gore Road and Kingston Road 15 and contains the Pittsburgh branch of the
Kingston Public Library, known historically as Hawthorn Cottage, and MacLean Park.
The property is designated under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act and is adjacent to
a portion of the Rideau Canal UNESCO World Heritage Site. The subject application
has been submitted to gain formal Heritage Act approval for the works, installations and
site alterations associated with the construction of the Third Crossing bridge over the
Great Cataraqui River as it relates to this protected heritage property (i.e. the east side
embankment of the bridge only). The alterations to the subject property include the
relocation of Gore Road through the property and the construction of the embankment
for the new bridge. This project requires the dismantling and rebuilding of a portion of
the dry stone wall adjacent to the Cottage, the temporary installation of an access road
and staging area on the property during construction, and changes/improvements to the
landscaping, trails, wooded area, etc. of the Park. No changes to the stone cottage are
proposed through this application. A cover letter, prepared by Third Crossing Project
Director, Mark Van Buren, and a Heritage Impact Statement, prepared by Andre
Scheinman, including a detailed site plan, have been submitted in support of this
application.
Comments for Consideration on the Application:
I do not have concerns about the stone wall nor about vegetation, since these
constantly change over the years. I am pleased that something will be done about water
leakage into the building. I am concerned with the effect on the building of the extra
traffic, and wonder what will be done before damage occurs. It is unfortunate that the
building is ‘in the way’ of progress, and I hope that all measures will be taken to ensure
that it is impacted as little as possible in the long run.
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City of Kingston
216 Ontario Street
Kingston, Ontario
Canada, K7L 2Z3

where history and innovation thrive
Date:
Form:
Reviewer Name:
Application Type:
File Number:
Property Address:

Website: www.cityofkingston.ca
TTY: Dial 613-546-4889

May 13, 2019
Heritage Kingston Reviewer Form
Donald Taylor
Remove
P18-036-2019
80 GORE RD

Description of Proposal:
The subject property is a City of Kingston owned parcel located on the north west
corner of Gore Road and Kingston Road 15 and contains the Pittsburgh branch of the
Kingston Public Library, known historically as Hawthorn Cottage, and MacLean Park.
The property is designated under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act and is adjacent to
a portion of the Rideau Canal UNESCO World Heritage Site. The subject application
has been submitted to gain formal Heritage Act approval for the works, installations and
site alterations associated with the construction of the Third Crossing bridge over the
Great Cataraqui River as it relates to this protected heritage property (i.e. the east side
embankment of the bridge only). The alterations to the subject property include the
relocation of Gore Road through the property and the construction of the embankment
for the new bridge. This project requires the dismantling and rebuilding of a portion of
the dry stone wall adjacent to the Cottage, the temporary installation of an access road
and staging area on the property during construction, and changes/improvements to the
landscaping, trails, wooded area, etc. of the Park. No changes to the stone cottage are
proposed through this application. A cover letter, prepared by Third Crossing Project
Director, Mark Van Buren, and a Heritage Impact Statement, prepared by Andre
Scheinman, including a detailed site plan, have been submitted in support of this
application.
Comments for Consideration on the Application:
The excellent HIS for this project that identifies the heritage attributes of the 80 Gore Rd
property and outlines recommended measures to protect them should be applauded, as
well as the City's intention to implement the proposed measures. However we seem to
be missing an actual application, requesting approval for specific works and alterations.
Our main interest is the dismantling and rebuilding the dry stone wall, and we need
clear plans for what is to happen. (Compare the detailed application for repairing the
stone walls at Rockwood Villa).
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City of Kingston
216 Ontario Street
Kingston, Ontario
Canada, K7L 2Z3

where history and innovation thrive
Date:
Form:
Reviewer Name:
Application Type:
File Number:
Property Address:

Website: www.cityofkingston.ca
TTY: Dial 613-546-4889

May 14, 2019
Heritage Kingston Reviewer Form
Jeremy St-Onge
Remove
P18-036-2019
80 GORE RD

Description of Proposal:
The subject property is a City of Kingston owned parcel located on the north west
corner of Gore Road and Kingston Road 15 and contains the Pittsburgh branch of the
Kingston Public Library, known historically as Hawthorn Cottage, and MacLean Park.
The property is designated under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act and is adjacent to
a portion of the Rideau Canal UNESCO World Heritage Site. The subject application
has been submitted to gain formal Heritage Act approval for the works, installations and
site alterations associated with the construction of the Third Crossing bridge over the
Great Cataraqui River as it relates to this protected heritage property (i.e. the east side
embankment of the bridge only). The alterations to the subject property include the
relocation of Gore Road through the property and the construction of the embankment
for the new bridge. This project requires the dismantling and rebuilding of a portion of
the dry stone wall adjacent to the Cottage, the temporary installation of an access road
and staging area on the property during construction, and changes/improvements to the
landscaping, trails, wooded area, etc. of the Park. No changes to the stone cottage are
proposed through this application. A cover letter, prepared by Third Crossing Project
Director, Mark Van Buren, and a Heritage Impact Statement, prepared by Andre
Scheinman, including a detailed site plan, have been submitted in support of this
application.
Comments for Consideration on the Application:
Would like to see additional detail specifically on the dismantling and rebuilding of the
dry stone wall. As mentioned in the application, this is one of the last remaining survey
walls of this type in the area, and losing even a portion of it to accommodate the
widened road would be a tremendous loss.
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The crossing must also not detract from the historic and unique aesthetic of the
neighbourhood, which applies as much to the removal of vegetation and landscaping as
anything else.
Recommended Conditions for the Application:
Applicant to provide specific detail on the removal and reconstruction of the 16 metre of
the dry stone wall.
Applicant to provide artist renderings of the finished project, showing the wall rebuilt and
the type of additional and “improved” landscaping used.
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City of Kingston
216 Ontario Street
Kingston, Ontario
Canada, K7L 2Z3

where history and innovation thrive
Date:
Form:
Reviewer Name:
Application Type:
File Number:
Property Address:

Website: www.cityofkingston.ca
TTY: Dial 613-546-4889

May 15, 2019
Heritage Kingston Reviewer Form
Bridget Doherty
Remove
P18-036-2019
80 GORE RD

Description of Proposal:
The subject property is a City of Kingston owned parcel located on the north west
corner of Gore Road and Kingston Road 15 and contains the Pittsburgh branch of the
Kingston Public Library, known historically as Hawthorn Cottage, and MacLean Park.
The property is designated under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act and is adjacent to
a portion of the Rideau Canal UNESCO World Heritage Site. The subject application
has been submitted to gain formal Heritage Act approval for the works, installations and
site alterations associated with the construction of the Third Crossing bridge over the
Great Cataraqui River as it relates to this protected heritage property (i.e. the east side
embankment of the bridge only). The alterations to the subject property include the
relocation of Gore Road through the property and the construction of the embankment
for the new bridge. This project requires the dismantling and rebuilding of a portion of
the dry stone wall adjacent to the Cottage, the temporary installation of an access road
and staging area on the property during construction, and changes/improvements to the
landscaping, trails, wooded area, etc. of the Park. No changes to the stone cottage are
proposed through this application. A cover letter, prepared by Third Crossing Project
Director, Mark Van Buren, and a Heritage Impact Statement, prepared by Andre
Scheinman, including a detailed site plan, have been submitted in support of this
application.
Comments for Consideration on the Application:
I support the reconstruction of the heritage dry stone wall along an east/west axis
forming a corner with the remaining wall and expect that masons with the appropriate
skills will undergo this work.
I trust that all efforts will be made to embrace the lists of ‘Enhancements’ outlined in Mr.
Scheinman’s Heritage Impact Statement including recreating a tree-lined south
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boundary with a shrub understory and incorporating corrective measures within the
significant drainage and grading infrastructure to protect the Library from water seeping
into the basement.
Although there will be no blasting, there is still a concern that vibration due to heavy
vehicle traffic and drilling could cause damage to the existing structures. I trust that staff
take these concerns seriously and ensure all mitigation measures are enforced.
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City of Kingston
216 Ontario Street
Kingston, Ontario
Canada, K7L 2Z3

where history and innovation thrive
Date:
Form:
Reviewer Name:
Application Type:
File Number:
Property Address:

Website: www.cityofkingston.ca
TTY: Dial 613-546-4889

May 21, 2019
Heritage Kingston Reviewer Form
Jane McFarlane
Remove
P18-036-2019
80 GORE RD

Description of Proposal:
The subject property is a City of Kingston owned parcel located on the north west
corner of Gore Road and Kingston Road 15 and contains the Pittsburgh branch of the
Kingston Public Library, known historically as Hawthorn Cottage, and MacLean Park.
The property is designated under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act and is adjacent to
a portion of the Rideau Canal UNESCO World Heritage Site. The subject application
has been submitted to gain formal Heritage Act approval for the works, installations and
site alterations associated with the construction of the Third Crossing bridge over the
Great Cataraqui River as it relates to this protected heritage property (i.e. the east side
embankment of the bridge only). The alterations to the subject property include the
relocation of Gore Road through the property and the construction of the embankment
for the new bridge. This project requires the dismantling and rebuilding of a portion of
the dry stone wall adjacent to the Cottage, the temporary installation of an access road
and staging area on the property during construction, and changes/improvements to the
landscaping, trails, wooded area, etc. of the Park. No changes to the stone cottage are
proposed through this application. A cover letter, prepared by Third Crossing Project
Director, Mark Van Buren, and a Heritage Impact Statement, prepared by Andre
Scheinman, including a detailed site plan, have been submitted in support of this
application.
Comments for Consideration on the Application:
The program of mitigation measures outlined in the HIS should be adopted, specifically,
documentation of existing conditions, monitoring and mitigating the effects of
construction, protection of existing heritage elements, preservation, relocation and
reinstatement of the dry stone wall, vegetation and landscaping features.
The opportunity for public engagement and education with regard to dry stone walling
and heritage gardens noted in the HIS should also be undertaken.
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